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Turns your X10DR gateway into a vehicle despatch console
The X10DR Talkback microphone has been designed specifically to allow a user remaining in the vehicle to 
maintain full communications with X10DR handset users out of the vehicle while maintaining the ability to instantly 
communicate with others over the host radio network. To address changing priorities, the top grey Control button 
acts as a assignment toggle switch for the side PTT button. Press it once and the side PTT button becomes the Radio 
Transmit button and the status LED changes to blue to let the user know they are communicating out over the sky to 
the radio network. Press it again and the side PTT button once more becomes the Talkaround PTT button with the LED 
changing back to green to let the user know they are now talking locally on the ground (default position). Alternatively, 
the side PTT button can be permanently assigned to local talkaround PTT with Radio PTT function assigned to the top 
grey button  or vice versa to mimic a wireless X10DR default configuration. In either position, all X10DR wireless and 
wired handsets hear both sides of every conversation. The true all informed, group communication network where 
everyone remains connected. See settings below for other switch configurations.

Backward compatible
Not planning to upgrade your X10DR fleet yet? Don’t worry the IP55 rated weatherproof Talkback microphone 
is backward compatible with X10DR Elite and Pro models and the new Plus Series. Additionally, it can even be 
connected to an original first generation X10DR system by use of XIB-TA interface box and connecting cables. 
Like all X10DR devices it has been designed to meet the highest standards required by government agencies and 
law  enforcement officers working in critical scenarios using premium quality resilient curly cables and a durable 
metal mobile dash mounting clip. The commercial and industrial user can feel assured that you are getting the same 
industrial class dependability and performance, no matter the size or type of your operation.  

Emergency duress alarm capability
The Talkback microphone provides a duress button that can be used to activate the emergency mode on the attached 
host mobile radio. Additionally, the Talkback microphone status LED will momentarily glow RED should a connected  
X10DR wireless handset user press their emergency duress button. Should you desire the attached X10DR gateway 
can be programmed to generate an audible emergency alert so all your colleagues in or out of the vehicle will 
instantly know their partner is under duress and requires immediate assistance. 
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